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for the tundra times

in my few years of existence ive
come to gain a great respect for
freedom through my personal ex-
periencesperien ces with it lack of it and hav-
ing it back again

although one may ask how rnicrnucmuchh
respect might be gained in such short
time particularly one of more years
than 1I 1I can only say that my possess-
ing a strong upbringingbrin inahnthnhelpedped to a
great extent Wthroughou gh this I1 vvee buibuiltit
a very strong sense of nationalism on
this solid foundation

it sickensbickens me that many nowadays
take this liberty comprised of many
liberties for granted many years ago
and quite recently many men ofgreat

means or meager have banded together
to serve our great country and defend
its liberty oftentimes with their very
lives

what is thisthingthis thingthing we call liberty
for many its the right to be onesoneselfelfi
to be free to express his or her own
ideas it intrigues me further to look
upon the governments of many other
countries dictatorships as they were
called and reflect on how their peo-
ple were able to go on living under
such tyranny when such a strong ex-
ample of freedom is set for them by
the united states of america

I1 spoke of my personal experiences
concerning the lack of freedom I1
spoke through the experiences of my
parents and grandparents who were
taken from their island home to pro

tecthect them from the jaiseja7sejapanese during the
second world war ironically this
was done by the government and it
was not very pleasant for the people

there can be nonooneone person to blame
for said injustice and certainly not the
ideals of our great country but it
serves to indicate that even our coun-
try is not without fault

many who were involved have
paralleled their experience with the
cherokee trail of tears another
great mistake made by men in power
not by law or decree of our beloved
constitution although not permanent
the true irony lay in the fact that the
temporary protective relocation was
totally unnecessary

theme villagers came back to find piles

of cinders where homes once stood
and yet they loved their country and
the liberty they possessed

how you ask the answer lies with
the many years the aleutsaleuns were enslav-
ed mistreated killed and dishonored
by the russian fur traders to them
the relocation seemed so minute in
comparison to what they suffered
throuthroughgh for they were stilltill free and
able to rebuild and so they did

their story serves as a model of0 loyal-
ty and love for liberty and freedom
americas heritage ourOUT heritage
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